
Lirio  

technical & facility-rider 

Lirio plays acoustic music and is easy to amplifie bij an experienced soundengineer. We can play 

acoustically for small audiences up to 30 people. For bigger venue’s we need a modern PA-system, 

suitable for the venue. This rider is part of the performance-contract. If there any problems, please 

contact us so we can find a suitable solution: 0031 6 397 19 181. 

Patch list  

1. Diatonic accordeon melody: 1 x DI (clip on pick-up) 

2. Diatonic accordion basses: 1 x DI (clip on pick-up) 

3. Bagpipe: 1 x DI (clip on pick-up) 

4. Violin: 1 x xlr + phantom (clip on microphone) 

5. Guitar: 1 x xlr  + 1 x 220 V (AER amplifier) 

6. Presentation: 1 x sm58 

Please provide three armless chairs on stage 

Stageplan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Light 

We have no specific light-needs: a basic theatrical lighting set will do. Just make a beautiful picture. 

Parking 

Please provide free parkingspace for two cars at walkingdistance of the venue. 

Planning 

- Get in minimal 1,5 hour before showtime 

- Build up minimal 1 hour before showtime 

- Soundcheck minimal 30 minutes before showtime 

 

audience 

Wouter: 

1. DI accordeon 

2. DI accordeon 

3. DI bagpipe 

Gerdien 

4: XLR violin 

Presentation 

6: sm58 

Sander 

5 XLR guitar 

1 x 220 V 



 

Dressingroom 

Lirio is very happy with a simple dressingroom spacious enough for 3 people equipped with a mirror 

and streaming water. 

Food & drinks 

Lirio apriciates a selection of coffee, tea, water, softdrinks, wine and beer. If the performance takes 

place between 17:00 and 21:00 please provide a simple dinner for 3 persons (of which minimal 1 

vegetarian/ fish, no meat). 

Guests 

Lirio kindly asks for 4 guesttickets for promotional purposes and/or partners. 

Merchandise 

Lirio appreciates the possibility to sell Cd’s. This can be done from the stage, but if there is a 

merchandise-booth or table please let us know. 

 

 


